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Abstract

This paper presents the experimental results of tension-tension stress-controlled fatigue tests performed on advanced

sheet molding compound (A-SMC). It aims at analyzing the effect of fiber orientation, loading amplitude, and frequency

on the fatigue response and the related temperature evolution due to the self-heating phenomenon. Two types of A-SMC

have been analyzed: randomly oriented (RO) and highly oriented (HO). The coupled effect of the loading amplitude and

the frequency has been studied. It has been shown that the couple frequency-amplitude affects the nature of the fatigue

overall response which can be governed by the damage mechanisms accumulation (mechanical fatigue) and/or by the

self-heating (induced thermal fatigue). For fatigue loading at 100 Hz, self-heating has been observed and yielded to a

temperature rise up to 70�C. The latter causes a decrease of the storage modulus related to the b-transition of the

vinylester. It has been demonstrated that the self-heating produced a material softening and decreased the fatigue life.

SEM observations revealed that the samples tested at 100 Hz, exhibit smooth debonding surfaces due to the induced

thermal softening of the matrix whereas more brittle fracture of the matrix surrounding fibers is observed during the

fatigue tests achieved at 10 Hz.
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Introduction

Sheet molding compounds (SMCs) are commonly used
in automotive industry for light-weight structural com-
ponent with an improvement of the thermomechanical
performance to cost ratio. These composites are ideal
for large structural automotive components owing to
their high strength-to-weight ratio.1–3 Recently, a new
advanced SMC (A-SMC) composite has been developed
by Plastic-Omnium as innovative solution for automo-
tive components such as the new generation of tailgate
or the new automotive front floor module. A-SMC com-
bines short glass fiber/bundles and vinylester thermoset
which exhibit many desirable features, including
mechanical properties, excellent chemical resistance
and tensile strength, and cost competitiveness. A-SMCs
are high strength glass reinforced thermoset molding
materials processed by thermo-compression.4–6

Composite design in the case of fatigue loading is
usually characterized by a S–N curve, by which one
may obtain the Wöhler curve.7 This later can be pre-
sented as a curve giving the value of a cyclic stress
amplitude, smax versus the number of cycles to failure
Nr. Fiber orientations and the related process induced
microstructure,8 nature of matrix, applied stresses,
temperature, frequency, and induced self-heating
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phenomenon or environmental effects are appropriated
aspects that have to be taken into account to reliably
estimate the fatigue life of short fiber reinforced poly-
mer composites.7–9

Fleckenstein et al.10 performed experimental investi-
gation on SMC samples with different preferred fiber
orientations. As expected, experimental results showed
that the specimens with predominantly 0� fiber align-
ment have the highest fatigue strength.

Wang et al.11 have shown that increasing the applied
fatigue stress smax leads to a higher stiffness reduction
rate and shorter fatigue life.

To study the cyclic loading frequency (f) effect,
Handa et al.12 performed a study of fatigue behavior
on glass fiber-reinforced polyamide at different frequen-
cies ranging from 5 to 50Hz and showed that increasing
the frequency decreases the fatigue life and strength.
Different authors13–14 studied the effect of frequency
during the fatigue test of nylon 66 reinforced with
30% short glass fibers and concluded that, for the fre-
quency higher than 2Hz, the rate of crack initiation
and growth increase, leading to the decrease of life
time. The self-heating is related directly to the viscoelas-
tic nature of matrix and to the dissipated energy during
fatigue tests. Indeed because of self-heating the matrix
may passes from glassy state (high modulus) to rubbery
state (low modulus).

Especially at high frequencies, when temperature rise
due to self-heating is significant. This aspect has been
noticed notably for short fiber-reinforced thermoplastic
composites.13–15 For instance, for polyamide 66 rein-
forced with short glass fiber, several works have
shown that for low frequencies, there was only an
effect of the mechanical loading, whereas for high fre-
quencies a coupling between mechanical and thermal
effects were observed and evidenced.15 SEM micro-
graphs showed that the matrix remained ductile locally
around fibers before debonding.13–15 From a macro-
scopic point of view, evolution of the slope of the hys-
teresis loop is a common indicator of damage that
occurs in reinforced thermoplastic composites.15,16

One can notice that the coupled effect of loading
frequency and amplitude on the fatigue has never
been addressed for SMC composites.

For random short glass fiber-reinforced polymer
composite subjected to cyclic loading, it has been
shown that dynamic fatigue behavior brings about a
diffuse crack initiation and growth which leads conse-
quently to a stiffness reduction.17 Based on experimen-
tal results, a damage parameter17,18 was introduced to
quantify the fatigue damage as

D ¼ 1� E=E0

where E0 is the initial Young’s modulus and E is the
residual Young’s modulus of the damage material.
Normalized stiffness reduction as a function of inelastic
density of energy was proposed and described by
Launay et al.19 for short glass fiber-reinforced poly-
amide under cyclic loading. This energy was defined
as the difference between the total mechanical energy
and the elastic strain energy. Cyclic stiffness softening
has been successfully correlated to the inelastic energy
density, and may stand for material progressive degrad-
ation. Damage development can be characterized by a
more or less stabilized temperature and Young’s modu-
lus. Moreover, fatigue life prediction requires thorough
understanding of the damage mechanisms.20–24

In the present paper, an experimental study is car-
ried-out to investigate the influence of fiber orientation
as well as the coupled effect of the cyclic loading amp-
litude and frequency on the fatigue behavior and the
induced self-heating of A-SMC.

The organization of this work is as follows: Material
description and methods section is devoted to a descrip-
tion of the main physical characteristics and the pro-
cess-induced microstructure of A-SMC composite as
well as the developed experimental procedure for fati-
gue testing at several frequencies. In Experimental
results and discussion section, experimental results
obtained under quasi-static and fatigue loading are pre-
sented and discussed in terms of coupled effect of the
fatigue loading amplitude and the frequency. The
nature of the fatigue overall response that can be mech-
anical fatigue (MF) and/or induced thermal fatigue
(ITF) and analyzed in terms of SEM observations
and are related to the loading conditions governing
the self-heating phenomenon. Concluding remarks are
given in Conclusion section to summarize the main
experimental findings to highlight the coupled effect
of loading frequency and amplitude on the fatigue
and its relation with the induced self-heating occurring.

Material description and methods

Advanced sheet molding compound
composite (A-SMC)

A-SMC consists of a vinylester matrix with a high con-
tent of glass fibers (50% in mass corresponding to
38.5% in volume) as given in Table 1.

Raw material is nonconsolidated, flexible, and
stored on rolls. The sheets are cut from these rolls
with adapted size depending on the mold. Then, several
layers should be stacked into the mold. The material
consolidation is performed by thermo-compression
process (150�C at 60–120 kg/cm2). Under these condi-
tions the viscosity of the vinylester decreases and allows
fulfill the whole cavity of the mold; this is the first step



of the manufacturing process. Then, the material stays
in position without reticulation for a short duration;
this is the second step. The third step of the process
consists of a reticulation time of the thermoset polymer
during the consolidation phase. The duration of the
whole process for one part is less than 2min which is
mandatory for automotive applications due to the
required high production rate.

Figure 1 shows the typical A-SMC microstructure
observed on a polished surface. The bundle of fibers
can be oriented due to the polymer flow during com-
pression. The fibers are presented as bundles of con-
stant length (L¼ 25mm). Each bundle contains
approximately 250 glass fibers of about 15 mm diameter.
Microscopic observations, using scanning electronic
microscope (HITACHI 4800 SEM), have been per-
formed in order to investigate qualitatively the material
microstructure and especially the fibers orientation.

Two types of A-SMC plates have been provided by
Plastic-Omnium Auto Exterior: randomly oriented
(RO) and highly oriented (HO) plates. HO plates
have been obtained by an initial charge putting only
in the left part of a rectangular mold (30� 40 cm2)
before compression leading to an oriented material

flow. RO plates were obtained without significant
material flow by completely filling the mold. The fiber
distribution in the RO and HO plates as a function of
the cutting orientation has been characterized and pre-
sented in a previous work.6 It is worth noting that for
both studied configurations (RO and HO), it can be
assumed that, most of the fibers remain on the plane
of the plate. Nevertheless, for the highly oriented (HO)
plates, due to the polymer flow, fibers tend to be ori-
ented parallel to the mold flow direction (MFD) before
compression.

Methods and experimental procedure

DMTA characterization. Besides the SEM microscopic
observations thermo-mechanical (DMTA) flexural
tests have been achieved to measure the main transi-
tions temperatures on RO samples using DMA Q800
instrument from TA Company. The flexural test has
been realized at following condition: temperature
range varying from 0�C to 250�C, temperature rate of
2�C/min, and a frequency of 1Hz.

Fatigue tests. Tension-tension stress-controlled fatigue
tests have been performed at different applied max-
imum stress (smax) on a MTS 830 hydraulic fatigue
machine. The minimum applied stress (smin) is always
chosen to be equal to 10% of the maximum applied
stress. The chosen stress-ratio is thus (Rs¼ 0.1) and
the mean stress-level is equal to 0.55 smax.

In this paper, the results of experiments performed at
different frequencies, namely 10, 30, 50, and 100Hz are
presented. In order to measure precisely the stiffness
reduction due to the first loading stage (initial
damage), each fatigue test is preceded by a quasi-
static tensile loading-unloading-elastic reloading stage.
During cyclic loading, the temperature rise, due to the
material self-heating, has been measured on the surface
of the specimen using an infrared camera (Raynger-
MX4). The damage evolution has been estimated
through the measurement of the Young’s modulus
evolution.

In a previous study,6 a recursive optimization pro-
cedure results in the determination of the specimen’s
optimal geometrical parameters adopted for high
speed tensile tests. To this aim, a FE simulation assum-
ing that the specimen behaves like an anisotropic solid,
is performed and leads to the optimized geometry
showed in Figure 2 which allows reducing the perturb-
ations due to stress waves effect, in order to generate
homogeneous stress and strain field and a constant high
strain rate.

In this work, the experimental fatigue tests have
been performed at room temperature on the same
sample geometry. Fatigue experiments have been

Figure 1. Typical microstructure of A-SMC observed by mean

of a SEM: randomly oriented bundle of fibers.

Table 1. A-SMC composition and the constituents weight

content.

Product nature

Composition

(content in mass percent)

Glass fibers 50%

Vinyl-ester resin 24%

Filler 24%

Other products 2%



achieved at different load directions, applied maximum
stress (ranging from 35% to 80% of the material UTS
noted hereafter as sr) and frequencies (ranging from
10 to 100Hz).

Experimental results and discussion

Thermo-mechanical properties

To measure the main transition temperatures due to
molecular mobility as a function of the temperature,
DMTA tests have been performed on RO samples.
Figure 3 shows the evolution of the storage and loss
moduli versus temperature.

As it can be noticed, A-SMCs present at least three
distinct transition zones in the temperature range of
0�C–250�C. The first zone, extended between 70�C
and 200�C, is indeed the a-transition, related to the
glass transition of A-SMC. The value of Ta is nearly
130�C. This extent of the glass transition region can be
explained by the effect of

. The chemical modification of the matrix during
DMTA test. In fact, when the cross-linking of the
polymer matrix, namely vinylester resin is not

completed, the post cross-linking during DMTA
test prevents sudden decrease of the modulus in the
glass transition region.

. The presence of glass fibers which may prevent the
sudden drop of the elastic modulus in the glass tran-
sition region.

The second transition corresponds to the
b-transition with a Tb almost 59�C. Tb is known as
a brittle-ductile transition for amorphous polymers
and it is generally related to the mobility of the small
segments of molecular chains.

The third transition corresponds to g-transition
with a Tg equal to 18�C. The origin of this transition
has not been clearly identified. DMTA results will be
very helpful to analyze the induced self-heating
phenomenon and to relate it to the measured tempera-
ture rise during fatigue test at different amplitude and
frequencies.

Quasi-static tensile behavior

Effect of fiber orientation. Figure 4 shows the results of
quasi static tensile tests on HO-0�, RO, and HO-90�

samples at room temperature. As it can be seen, the
value of Young’s modulus of HO-0� is about
18.5GPa which is higher than those of RO (14.5GPa)
and HO-90� (12.5GPa) samples. The failure stress also
highly depends on the fibers orientation. Failure stress
of HO-0� is about three times higher than that of
HO-90� samples.

Effect of temperature. In order to show the effect of tem-
perature on the mechanical properties of randomly ori-
ented and highly oriented samples, tensile tests have

Figure 4. Normalized quasi-static tensile behavior of A-SMC

composite at room temperature. One can mention that

normalized stress (respectively strain)¼ stress (respectively

strain)/ultimate stress (respectively strain) obtained for tests

performed on RO-A-SMC serving as a reference.

Figure 3. DMTA scan showing the types of transitions for

RO-A-SMC sample.

Figure 2. Optimized specimen geometry and its related

dimensions.



been realized at different temperatures ranging from
20�C to 135�C.

The analysis of the results shown in Figures 5 and 6
leads to the following remarks:

. For HO-0� oriented samples, the effect of tempera-
ture on Young’s modulus is relatively limited due to
the presence of oriented fibers parallel to the loading
direction. Young’s modulus decreases from 18.7 to
15GPa as the temperature increases from 20�C to
135�C (Figure 6). Concerning the failure stress, this
effect has not been clearly established because of
slipping of the sample during the tensile tests per-
formed at 135�C (Figure 5).

. For HO-90� oriented samples, the effect of tempera-
ture on Young’s modulus as well as on failure stress
and failure strain is significant. A variation of the
temperature from 20�C to 135�C, leads to an
abrupt decrease of the Young’s modulus from 12.5
to 3.33GPa while failure stress decreases by 40%
and failure strain increases by 60%. It is important

to notice that when the sample is loaded at 135�C,
the matrix is at rubbery state. This variation indi-
cates also that the role of vinylester matrix in
HO-90� specimens is very important. At macro-
scopic failure appearance (Figure 7) a pseudo-
delamination between the bundles of fibers seems
to be favored.

As expected for RO samples, the influence of tem-
perature on stiffness and failure properties is midway
between the two other orientations (HO-0� and
HO-90�). Young’s modulus decreases from 14.5
to 9.5GPa when the temperature increases from 20�C
to 135�C.

Figure 6 shows the relative Young’s modulus defined
by the ratio Young’s modulus/Young’s modulus at
room temperature for HO-0�, RO, and HO-90�.
As expected, it decreases when the temperature is
increased. However, this decrease for HO-0� sample is
less important than those of RO and HO-90� samples.
One can see that, in the case of HO-90� samples, the
damage indicator (D) is hence strongly related to the
effect of temperature.

Fatigue behavior analysis

Effect of the fiber orientation distribution. Figure 8 shows
the normalized Wöhler curves obtained in tension-ten-
sion stress-controlled fatigue tests at a frequency of
10Hz for HO-0�, RO, and HO-90� A-SMC samples.
It can be noticed that in the case of RO samples for
an applied stress equal to 0.44 sr(RO), the fatigue life is
about 50,000 cycles whereas the fatigue life is about 106

cycles for an applied stress of 0.39 sr(RO). So, a vari-
ation of 12% leads to a fatigue life about 20 times
higher.

For RO-A-SMC samples, fatigue test performed at
34% of its ultimate stress, no failure is observed until
107 cycles. For lower values, the specimen does not fail
until 107 cycles. It is obvious to note that for an applied
stress corresponding to the endurance limit value for
HO-0� sample, RO, and HO-90� composites fail after
less than 500 cycles. Thus, it can be establish that the

Figure 5. Normalized ultimate stress of oriented and

nonoriented samples at 20�C, 80�C, and 135�C; (normalized

value¼ current value/average ultimate stress (sr) value obtained

for tests performed at 20�C on RO-A-SMC).

Figure 6. Evolutions of the relative Young’s modulus of HO-0�,

RO, and HO-90� samples at different temperatures.

Figure 7. Macroscopic failure appearance of HO-90� sample

loaded at (a) 20�C and (b) 135�C.



fatigue life is strongly influenced by the distribution of
fiber orientation. However, Figure 8 also shows that the
fatigue life for HO-90� samples is not significantly
affected, compared to that of the RO samples. It can
be established thus that for A-SMC composite, the fati-
gue design can be efficiently optimized through fiber
orientation without critical reduction of material prop-
erties in the transverse direction.

Regarding to RO and HO samples at 10Hz, it can
be noted that Wöhler curves show a bilinear form defin-
ing two different zones related to the high and low
loading amplitude fatigue behavior. For RO and
HO-90� orientations high loading amplitude zone cor-
responds to fatigue life less than 104 cycles for loading
amplitude up to 0.47 sr(RO), while for HO-0� samples,
this upper zone corresponds to fatigue life less than
30,000 cycles for stress values up to 0.75 sr(RO).
Under these values, the curves start deviating
and tend to an asymptotic evolution defining a limit
for which no failure is observed until 107 cycles as
described above.

Effect of frequency. Normalized Wöhler curves obtained
from fatigue tests for the frequencies of 10, 30, 50,
and 100Hz in the case of RO samples are shown in
Figure 9. As it can be seen, there is small difference
between the curves of 10, 30, and 50Hz at low ampli-
tude while at high loading amplitude, increasing fre-
quency leads to Wöhler curves shifted to lower
fatigue life.

For example, for an applied stress equal to 0.55
sr(RO), a variation of the frequency from 50 to 10Hz
leads to a fatigue life six times higher (3� 103 and
1.8� 104, respectively). On the other hand, it can be
noted that even at a low value of the applied stress

(applied stress equal to 0.40 sr(RO)) the fatigue life of
the sample loaded at 100Hz is about 40 times lower
than the samples tested at 10, 30, and 50Hz (2� 104

and around 106 cycles, respectively). This ratio becomes
more significant when the fatigue stress increases. It can
be concluded that independently of the loading ampli-
tudes, for values up to 50Hz, frequency has a determin-
ant influence on the fatigue life. This phenomenon, in
fact, is owing to the self-heating during fatigue test
studied in the next paragraph.

ITF and MF

Depending on the loading conditions in terms of fre-
quency and amplitude, the fatigue behavior induces
self-heating. The latter influences the viscous behavior
of the vinylester as a function of the level of the tem-
perature rise with respect to material transition
temperatures.

High frequency and applied stress lead to an increase
of the self-heating phenomenon and cause an ‘‘induced
thermal fatigue’’ (ITF). For low frequency, the fatigue
behavior is mainly driven by the damage mechanisms
occurring at the microscopic scale such as fiber–matrix
interface debonding, micro-cracking of the matrix and
pseudo-delamination between the bundles of fibers.
This kind of phenomenon is introduced as ‘‘mechanical
fatigue’’ (MF).

These two natures of fatigue behavior are analyzed
and discussed in the following section on the basis of
the temperature measurements for four loading condi-
tions. Indeed, coupled effect between loading amplitude
and frequency leads to a competition between induced
self-heating and damage phenomenon. In order to illus-
trate the coupled effect of loading amplitude and

Figure 9. Normalized Wöhler curves at different frequencies

for RO samples.

Normalized value ¼ current value/average ultimate stress value

(sr) obtained for tests performed on RO-A-SMC.

Figure 8. Normalized Wöhler curves for HO-0�, RO, and

HO-90� samples at 10 Hz.

Normalized value ¼ current value/average ultimate stress value

(sr) obtained for tests performed on RO-A-SMC.



frequency, one can define two limit cases (a) and (d)
and two intermediate cases (b) and (c):

a. High frequency and high loading amplitude
b. High frequency and low loading amplitude
c. Low frequency and high loading amplitude
d. Low frequency and low loading amplitude

Induced self-heating

Figure 10 illustrates the variation of temperature
during fatigue tests in the case of RO samples at differ-
ent frequencies and loading amplitudes. As it can be
shown, no significant temperature changes are noticed
until 200 cycles. For an applied stress equal to 0.55
sr(RO) (Figure 10(a)) at frequency of 100Hz, the tem-
perature increases rapidly from room temperature to
62�C up to 2000 cycles while it remains almost constant
for 10Hz fatigue tests.

The same tendencies are observed concerning the
applied stress: as shown in Figure 10(c) and (d) for
both frequencies, the temperature increases more rap-
idly until fracture for high applied stresses. Moreover,

at low applied stresses, a stabilization of the tempera-
ture can be observed until specific number of cycles
which highlights the effect of heat exchange made pos-
sible by a lower rate of self-heating.

Moreover, in the range of temperature between
30�C and 45�C, the curves (in Figure 10(a) to (c))
show an acceleration of the induced self-heating phe-
nomenon. Indeed, this range of temperature corres-
ponds to the beginning of the modification of the
physical state of the polyester matrix as it can be seen
in Figure 3. This transition, as it was shown before,
may correspond to the beta transition of vinylester
under study.

Influence of fatigue conditions on ITF and MF

The study of the self-heating phenomenon together
with the evolution of the relative Young’s modulus is
identified to be a good way to separate ITF and MF
phenomena. Figure 11 shows the evolution of the rela-
tive Young’s modulus together with the self-heating
temperature evolution during tension-tension fatigue
tests for the four limit fatigue test conditions described
above: two applied maximum stresses equal to 0.55

Figure 10. Temperature variation at different frequencies and amplitudes for RO samples: (a) smax¼ 0.55 sr(RO) and different

frequencies, (b) smax¼ 0.40 sr(RO) ultimate stress and different frequencies, (c) f¼ 100 Hz and different amplitudes and (d) f¼ 10 Hz

and different amplitudes.



sr(RO) and 0.40 sr(RO) at different frequencies: 10Hz
and 100Hz.

In what follows, one introduces two quantities,
noted: PITF and PMF defined respectively as the rate
of stiffness reduction during the predominant ITF and
the predominant MF stages (Figure 11). The rates rep-
resent the slope of the stiffness reduction curves.

On the other hand, one introduces two other terms:
S1 and S2, which are defined respectively as the first and
second rate of temperature increase during fatigue test
as illustrated in Figure 11(a) and (b). Finally, a term Tt

is introduced as the specific temperature associated with
a regime change of the temperature evolution between
two stages as illustrated in Figure 11. For instance, in
Figure 11(a), Tt is about 43

�C.
For low amplitude and low frequency (case (d))

the RO-A-SMC exhibits a fatigue behavior mostly
governed by the MF nature due to damage phenom-
enon, whereas for high amplitude and high frequency
(case (a)), the ITF is the predominant nature of the
RO-A-SMC fatigue behavior at low cycles. In this
case, combined effect of high loading amplitude and
high frequencies generates more intensive self-heating

and damage phenomena. Indeed, for the test per-
formed at 100Hz and applied stresses equal to 0.55
sr(RO), the temperature increases up to 62�C
(Figure 11(a)). This temperature corresponds to the
end of the b-transition zone associated with the brit-
tle-ductile transition for amorphous polymers. At this
stage, the vinylester resin stiffness strongly decreases
as shown in Figure 3. For these loading conditions
(cases (a) and (b)), the polymer matrix is subjected to
important thermally activated modifications of its
physical state.6,15

Thus, the fatigue behavior and failure are not only
due to the devolvement of a diffuse damage at the
microscopic scale but also to the evolution of the vis-
cous behavior of the matrix and the inherent brittle-
ductile transition. So, for high frequency and amplitude
tests (Figure 11(a)), the fatigue behavior is driven by
both ITF and MF. Two different rates of stiffness
reduction can be observed. During the first stage, the
effect of damage is less important compared to the ITF.
After a transition zone around 2000 cycles, damage
becomes predominant (MF) and leads to the final
failure.

Figure 11. Evolutions of the relative Young’s modulus (E/E0) and the self-heating phenomenon during fatigue tests: (a) f¼ 100 Hz and

smax¼ 0.55 sr(RO), (b) f¼ 100 Hz and smax¼ 0.40 sr(RO), (c) f¼ 10 Hz and smax¼ 0.55 sr(RO) and (d) f¼ 10 Hz and smax¼ 0.40

sr(RO).



On the other hand, for the lower fatigue test condi-
tions (10Hz and applied stresses equal to 0.40 sr(RO),
see Figure 11(d)), self-heating remains very limited:
only a temperature increases of 2.5�C is noticed (from
25�C up to 27.5�C). The relative Young’s modulus is
not significantly affected by the self-heating. One
observes a linear stiffness reduction prior to the failure.
This sharp decrease is essentially due to the damage
evolution and the fatigue behavior is mainly driven by
the MF nature.

Analysis of the ITF and MF kinetics

One can notice that simultaneously with the tempera-
ture evolution, a stiffness reduction occurs according to
two regimes characterized by two different slopes. The
transition between the two regimes is clearly illustrated
in Figure 11(a) and (b). The stiffness reduction is caused
by the self-heating (softening) of the matrix and by the
damage accumulation. It should be pointed that, at the
end of some fatigue tests, a third stage can be observed
which is accompanied by a very high temperature rise
rate due to the rapid accumulation of the damage prior
to the total failure, as shown in Figure 11(b).

In Figure 12, the relative values of PITF, PMF, S1,
and S2 evolutions have been reported and plotted as a
function of the applied stress and frequency. The rela-
tive values are defined as the ratio between the mea-
sured slope and the maximum value reached during
fatigue test. As it can be observed in PITF and S1 evo-
lutions curves (Figure 12(a) and (c)) the self-heating
phenomenon is highly favored by increasing of applied
stress for both frequencies which confirms the effect of
high applied stress on the self-heating kinetic.
Obviously, this effect is more intensive for a high fre-
quency. Indeed, for an applied stress equal to 0.34
sr(RO), the stiffness reduction rate increases by less
than 10% while it increases by 100% for an applied
stress equal to 0.60 sr(RO). The evolution of PMF and
S2 also confirms the effect of high applied stress and
frequency on the stiffness reduction kinetic during the
predominant MF stage ((Figure 12(b) and (d)).

On one hand, it can be noticed that, in the case of
low frequency fatigue, there is no influence of the
applied stress on the stiffness reduction kinetic during
the first stage of fatigue life (low cycles). On the other
hand, one can observe a rate augmentation of the stiff-
ness reduction due to damage (MF during the second
stage) of about 18% when increasing the applied stress
from 0.34 sr(RO) to 0.60 sr(RO). At the same time, the
temperature rise kinetic increases by about 7%, which
confirm the participation of the damage to the increase
of the temperature.

Furthermore, Figure 12 allows getting more compre-
hensive data for the other loading amplitudes and

frequencies in order to get a more suitable quantitative
and complete analysis of the self-heating effect coupled
to damage. It also provides a cross-analysis of the
coupled effect of amplitude and frequency which can
be very suitable for automotive structure design.

In addition, the experimental data can enable the
identification of a thermo-mechanical behavior law
describing fatigue damage kinetic of A-SMC compos-
ites under various amplitudes and frequencies.

Finally, it can be concluded that both fatigue behav-
ior and fatigue life of A-SMC composites are strongly
influenced by a coupled effect between loading ampli-
tude and frequency which induced thermal effect and
progressive damage occurring at the microscopic scale.

Figure 12. (a) PITF, (b) PMF, (c) S1, and (d) S2 evolutions versus

applied stress and frequency.



Figure 13. Fracture surface observation performed at different loading conditions: (a) smax¼ 0.55 sr(RO) and f¼ 100 Hz,

(b) smax¼ 0.40 sr(RO) and f¼ 100 Hz, (c) smax¼ 0.55 sr(RO) and f¼ 10 Hz and (d) smax¼ 0.40 sr(RO) and f¼ 10 Hz.



Fracture surface observation

Fracture surface observations have been performed in
order to emphasize the coupled effect of loading amp-
litude and frequency at microscopic scale. Figure 13
compares the fracture surfaces obtained for the four
fatigue conditions described in ITF and MF section.
SEM analysis highlights that, compared to lower fre-
quency or applied stress, the fracture surface observed
in the case of low applied stress and frequency (0.40
sr(RO), 10Hz), bundles of fibers are pulled out from
each other simultaneously with breakage of more sur-
rounding matrix.

SEM observations and analysis on the samples
tested at 100Hz, highlight more smooth debonded
interfaces. Predominantly for the samples tested at
smax¼ 0.55 sr(RO) and 100Hz, no surrounding matrix
is observed on the debonded fiber/matrix interfaces. In
fact, self-heating contributes to the matrix softening
and brings it in beyond the brittle/ductile transition.
Favored by high applied stress and frequency, a more
ductile behavior during fatigue loading leads finally to a
smoother debonding of the fiber–matrix interface as it
can be observed in Figure 13(a) and (b). Furthermore,
during fatigue tests performed at 10Hz, the self-heating
remains limited leading to a more brittle fracture of
the surrounding matrix and the related interfaces
(Figure 13(c) and (d)).

Conclusion

An overall analysis of the fatigue behavior of A-SMC
composite has been performed through the analysis of
the coupled effect of loading amplitude and frequency.
In order to highlight the ITF, the effect of frequency
has been studied. At the same time, the effect of the
loading amplitude allowed emphasizing the effect of
damage kinetic on the nature of fatigue behavior of
the A-SMC. Based on the results, the following con-
cluding remarks are drawn to summarize the experi-
mental findings:

. Whöler curves have been established for three load-
ing directions and four frequencies. It has been
shown that the fatigue life is strongly influenced by
the distribution of fiber orientation. However, for
transverse highly oriented material configuration
(HO-90�), the fatigue life is not significantly affected
compared to that of the randomly oriented material
configuration (RO).

. It has been shown that the b-transition characteriz-
ing the brittle-ductile transition for amorphous poly-
mers and which is generally related to the mobility of
the small segments of molecular chains plays
an important role on the overall fatigue response
of A-SMC composite notably for high frequency

cyclic loading. In fact, the self-heating brings up
the material close to the b-transition zone ranging
from 35�C to 60�C. The matrix behaves as a viscous
media. The overall fatigue response exhibits an ITF
nature which affects both stiffness reduction rate and
fatigue life. This phenomenon is amplified by an
increasing of the cyclic loading amplitude and
frequency.

. It has been shown that for the high values of applied
stress and frequency, the A-SMC exhibits an overall
fatigue response mainly governed by the ITF nature
during the first stage corresponding to low cycles.
The MF nature becomes predominant during the
second stage prior to the failure.

. For low applied amplitude and frequency loading
conditions, no significant self-heating phenomenon
has been observed and the overall fatigue response
and fatigue life are mostly due to damage accumu-
lation and the A-SMC exhibits predominantly a MF
nature.

. Fracture surfaces observations evidenced the influ-
ence of the ITF on the fatigue overall response.
Indeed, in the case of high values of frequency and
applied stress, the surrounding matrix close to the
fiber–matrix interface becomes ductile leading to a
smooth interface debonding. On the other hand, low
values of the frequency and applied stress lead to a
brittle behavior of the surrounding matrix close to
the interface showing a lot of matrix fragments
around the debonded fibers.

. Evolution of the stiffness reduction and temperature
increase and their related rates with respect to the
number of cycle has been plotted as a function of
frequency and loading amplitude. These evolution
constitute an experimental database that can help
formulating thermo-mechanical predictive models
of the fatigue overall response.
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